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And do your duty all your life
By your young family and wife.1
This is not the place to evaluate Victorian evangelicalism on
religious or theological grounds. But to ignore its effect on out-
ward life would be to render much of the period's history unin-
telligible. It is often now accused of being gloomy, but it seemed
less so at the time to its votaries; who for their self-denials had
compensations not visible to their latter-day critics. Certainly,
however, it was anti-hedonistic. To-day's passion for pleasure
would have shocked it profoundly. Its own corresponding pas-
sion was for self-improvement; and perhaps there never has been
an age and a country in which so many individuals climbed to
outstanding excellences or achievements of one sort or another
across the most discouraging barriers.
This religion was sustained by a vast amount of external obser-
vance. The evangelicals set relatively little store by sacraments;
to communicate only twice a year (the practice of the prince
consort and Queen Victoria) was quite normal even in the church
of England. But they spent a remarkable amount of time on
organized prayer, praise, and preaching. The pulpit dominated.
In typical English villages in the seventies and eighties practi-
cally all the inhabitants above infancy attended either church or
chapel every Sunday, many of them twice or even three times.
The children also went twice to Sunday schools.2 Apart from
cases of necessity, the only exceptions to this universal worship
would be, here and there, a few known village ne'er-do-wells.
In addition the chapels held prayer-meetings during the week,
and the church often a regular weeknight service—both numer-
ously attended. In the towns of moderate size there was almost
as much strictness, though different regions showed a prevalence
of different sects. Thus in many of the Lancashire manufactur-
ing towns a low-church anglicanism predominated; in their
Yorkshire equivalents, dissent. This was reflected in politics,
where parts of Lancashire developed a conservative and York-
shire a liberal tradition. Local distribution varied similarly
among dissenters themselves; e.g. primitive methodists would
preponderate in some regions, and wesleyans in others. Only
in the dozen largest English cities were there considerable areas,
1 Clough, Dipsychus, Scene V.
a Of three successive lord chancellors—Lords Cairns, Hatherley, and Sclborne
—each taught in a Sunday school nearly all his life.

